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Photon stimulated desorption, PSD, is the major source of the gas load in electron

storage rings and therefore strongly influences both beam lifetime and beam quality. The 200

MeV _mpact ringat the NSLS is an ideal tool to study PSD since its energy can be varied from

60 to 200 MeV and the photoelectrons producedby synchrotronradiation can be measured in

clearing electrodes installed to coUect trapped ions. Using these electrodes we show: [ai

photoelectronsare produced only by photons having energy above 10eV and [b] desorption is

proportionalto the number of photoelectrons.

Using calibrated gauges we conclude that a) time-integrated beam current of 10-20

Ampere-hoursis needed for initial vacuum chamber clean-up, b) venting the chamber to dry

nitrogen has a negligible effect on subsequent desorption and c) venting to air requires about 10

Ampere-hours of beam conditioning.
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I. Introduction

The 200 MeV X-Ray LithographySource_.2was constructedto investigatethe properties

of high currentcompactrings such as low energy injection,beam stability, ion trapping,beam

lifetime and vacuumperformance. Thus, the informationobtained in our studieswill be useful

for all future compactrings. After these studies are completed, the 1.1 T normalconducting

. magnets willbe replaced with 3.87T superconducting magnets to reach 700 MeV which

correspondsto _ of 10A.

We willdividetheworkreportedinthisparerintotwoparts.Inthefirstpartwediscuss

pressurebehaviorfromtheturn-onof themachinethroughthefirst60 Ampere-hoursof

conditioningat200MeV, todeterminetheinitialbeamtubecleanuptimenecessaryforagood

life-time.Thenwe discussventingthevacuumsystemfirsttodrynitrogenandmeasurevacuum

recoverytimetosimulatetheconditionsofcontrolledinterventionintothevacuumchamber.

Thisisfollowedbythesarnemeasurementsforanatmosphericairventtosimulateanaccidental

airdump.

Inthesecondpartwe presentphotocurrentmeasurementsasa functionofmachine

energy.Fittingl_hotons_trum tothesedatayields10eVphotoncut-offenergy,i.e.,only

photonswithenergylargerthan- I0eV producephotoelectrons.Measuredpressurerisesdue

tophotodesorptionarealsoingoodagreementwithphotoelectronproduction.

II. Vacuum Conditioning

The schematicoftheXLS containingthelocationsofthegauges,pumpsandclearing

electrodesisshowninFig.I. Thevacuumchamberismadeofstainlesssteeltype304Land

Inconel625usingeitherweldedconstructionorconflatflanges.An installedin-situbake-out



system brings the temperature of straight sections and magnet chambers to 200 ° C and 120° C,

respectively. The system is roughed by a Seiko magnetically levitated turbomolecular pump

backed by a dry pump. These pumps are permanently mounted on the ring and are also used

during bake-out cycles. After a four day bake-out including TSP and NEG activations, the

pressures read on GI (32and G, were < 1 x 10-x°Torr. The RF cavity gauge G3 read - 3 x

10 .9 Torr after several days of high power rf conditioning.

Since the final cleaning of the vacuum system has to be done by synchrotron radiation,

very large pressure rise_qwere recorded when the beam was first injected (more than an order

of magnitude larger than the values shown at 0.1 A-ht in Fig 2). After 0.1 A-hL which

corresponds to 4 x 1022incident photons stm -t in the magnets, the pressure rises in n Torr/mA

are plotted in Fig 2. Gauges 2 and 4 read higher because they are located in higher photon flux

regions at the downstream end of the dipoles. It is seen that between 0 and 20 A-hrs the

pressure rise has improved by almost 4 orders of magnitude. At rids point the vacuum chamber

is cleaned up and subsequent running produces only small reductions in pressure, i.e., a factor

of 3 in the subsequent 50A-hrs. In addition to total pressur_ measurements, partial pressures

were measured on an RGA (Fig. 1) which yielded the following gas composition at 17 A-hrs and

500 mA beam current:

H2

CH,

CO 16%

CO2 9%

This partial pressure differs significantly from partialpressures measured at the VUV and

the X-Ray ring3 where CH_ content is almost negligible due to distributed ion pumps (DIP)



inside the dipoles. The XI,S, being pumped predominantly by NEG and TSP, has no pumping

for methane and inert gases inside the vacuum chamber, but the four lumped ion pumps

.... (Fig I) are quite adequate to keep the methane pressure satisfactory. Comparing the XJ.,S

chamber clean-up time with that of the aluminum chambers in the X-Ray and VUV Rings we

note that the XLS cleans up in a much shorter time. The two main reasons for this difference

are the stainless steel chamber3'4and the lower beam energy.

SincetheXLS ringisdesignedtobe incorporatedintoa VLSI semiconductorfacility,

we have to know the downtimes required for a) replacement of a component (controlled dry

nitrogenbleed-up)and b)an accidentalbleed-uptoatmosphericair.Fig.3 showstheresults

of these tests. In the case of controlled bleed-up to LN2 boil-off, the machine can be used

almostimmediatelyafterthesystemhasbeenpumped down tolow pressure,i.e,.no beam

conditioning is required. For an air vent without an in-situ bake-out_ about 10 A-hrs of

conditioning are required. We note that the NEG was regenerated too late due to a faulty time

integratedbeam currentmeterread-out.

III.Photons,ElectronsandDesorption

The strongcorrelationbetweenphotoelectronproductionandgasdesorption5,_duetosynchrotron

radiation suggests that the gas desorption in ee + storage rings is primarily caused by

photoelectrons created by incident photons. The XLS compact storage ring at Brookhaven is

ideally suited to study this correlation because:

a) _ energy can be varied between 60 and 200 MeV which corresponds to

photons with a critical energy between 0.8 and 30 eV

b) photoelectrons can be collected on metal plates known as clearing electrodes 7

(cE)



c) pressurecan be continuously measuredon 4 calibratedBA gauges.

The circulatingelectron beam producessynchrotronradiationwhich hits the surfaceof

the curved stainless steel chamberat an angle of 17". Due to the ratherlow photon energy,

manyphotonsare reflectedto other partsof the chamber. Biasing the CEs either positively or

negativelypermitsus to measureboth scatteredandabsorbedphotons7. Photoelectronsproduced

by these photonsare collectedon variousCEs and theresultingcurrentis measuredas a function

of machineenergy using a Kiethleypico-amperemeter. Since the absolute photo currentvalue

depends on the. beam energy, beam current and the position of the CE, ali currents are

normalized to the currentat 200 MeV and plotted in Fig 4. Only CE 4 and 11 are shown

because they are located at the point of the maximumphoton flux and give, therefore, the

greatestaccuracy. The normalized_ photon flux was calculatedand fitted (solid line in Fig

4) to the photoelectronflux. The best fit is obtainedfor (10+ 2) eV low energy cut-off which

is in good agreementwith the workfunctionof stainlesssteel. Finally, the normalizedpressure

increases measuredat fourbeam energies are superimposedon the curve in Fig. 4. The large

errorbar at 90 MeV (F_ = 2.7 eV) is due to low photon energy and low stored beamcurrent.

Fig 4 thus provides convincingevidence thatphotonstimulateddesorption(PDS) is causedby
/

photoelectronsproducedby incidentphotons with energy larger than 10 eV.
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Figure Captions

, Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the XLS: GI through (34 Bayard-Alpert gauges; P-

combination of Ti subliminationfilaments and 120 t/, ion pump; clearing

electrodes.

Fig. 2. Normalizedpressurechangeversusbeam dose.

Fig. 3. Recovery from dry nitrogenand atmosphericair vents.

Fig. 4. Normalizedphoton flux-solid line; photoelectronproductionx, o; and pressure

vs beam energy.
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